Hundred years of experience, Up-to-date technology, Never-ending enthusiasm...
Since 1898, abiding to our values, we offer smart solution, high-quality and reliability.
With 45.000m² closed production area, over 600 employees specialized in different areas
and a customer-focused mentality, we produce “customer satisfaction”.
MAYTEKS production includes 900 tons of Knitting, 650 tons of Dyeing & Finishing
and 250 tons of Printing per month. 60% of this is exported as fabric
and the rest is sold to garment exporters in Turkey.
Our main markets are some of the leading countries in textile:
Italy, France, England, Germany, Holland, Sweden, Finland, Israel and USA.
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ABOUT

First Knitting Machine
1898
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OUR STORY
1898... Remarks the foundation of the family business, “Antebi Tekstil”,
which later became the roots of our current international exporting company.
With the knitting and apparel facility founded that year, “Antebi Tekstil” became
one of the first textile exporting companies in Turkey.
1925... The first hosiery facility was founded.
This was followed by the second and third facilities founded in 1935
and 1957 respectively.
1983... Third generation of Antebi family in business, decided to make a reorganization and
institutionalize the company in order to build one of the major textile fabric exporters with
international standards, under the name “MAYTEKS ÖRME.”
The same year knitting facility was totally renewed.
Since then MAYTEKS has kept the notion of being %100 Eco-friendly as a priority
while building and expanding every inch of the production facilities.

ABOUT

2000... The dye-house and finishing facility was founded.
2005... R&D was founded, with the idea of developing new fashion fabrics
as well as creating more Eco-friendly fabrics such as the Organic line.
2006... As a major step of becoming an international company,
first participation in an international fair was made.
First collection entirely made by MAYTEKS designers was introduced.
At that point, every year one collection was introduced, later on this number became two.
Since then MAYTEKS has participated in many fairs in all around the world including,
Paris, Munich, Moscow, Istanbul, Tunisia, Israel and New York.
2008... Major changes in the production line were made in order to increase the capacity
and to meet the changing needs of the market. The same year printing facility was founded.
2015... Fourth generation of family joined and a whole new adventure started with
conscious garment production and our brand Antebies.
... Still and always growing to meet our customer demands.
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Knitting

SERVICES

Dyeing
Printing
Finishing & Special Effects
Quality Lab
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Open width and tubular knitting machines
Machines in low gauge
Production in cotton, viscose, modal, polyester, tencel
and their blends
Machines capable of engineered striped knitting
Quality control of every roll

HT machines with capacities from 25kgs to 1500kgs

SERVICES

Dyehouse management
Automatization for dyes and chemicals
Eco-friendly dyestuffs
Chemicals in accordance with Reach Regulations
Lower consumption of water and energy

Design team offering the latest trends
Color sampling, and sample printing before production
Printing up to 12 colors in latest technology machines
Digital printing technology
Reactive, disperse, pigment, burn-out and discharge
printing processes
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Open width and tubular compacting
Finishing with aloe-Vera, anti-bacterial, flame resistance
Silk touch finishing
Optimum shrinkage values in all fabrics including %100 viscose
Crush effect on polyester blended fabrics
Up to 6 colors tie-dye effect
Raising and shearing effect
Sueded effect with carbon brush machine

Approved from major brands

SERVICES

Color matching with spectral photometers
Sensitive lab-dipping with automated multi-pipetting
Climated room for fabric conditioning
Shrinkage test with wascator and high speed test machines
Fastness, pilling, sublimation and elongation tests
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Commitment to environment is the foundation of Mayteks’s business model.
Understanding the importance of environmental awareness within the textile industry
we develop facilities and train employees with the mission of having a conscious
perspective throughout all operations.
Our objectives and actions towards this goal includes,
Development of conscious qualities
15% of our current production consists of conscious qualities including Organic,
Recycled and BCI. One of our main company goals is to increase this percentage gradually
in the upcoming seasons.

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

Efficiency in chemical and dyestuff consumption
We challenge ourselves to improve efficiency in chemical and dyestuff consumption,
investments on automation are made parallel with this objective.
Recycling of water
The water used within our production facilities is being transformed to heat energy.
Sustainable projects
Collaborations with global leading brands for sustainable projects on water and
energy waste management are organized.
We understand our responsibilities and contribution to sustainable development of the
environment and invite our clients to join us on this cause.
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Global Recycled Standard

GOTS

Recycled Claim Standard

C E R T I F I C AT E S

Oeko-Tex Standard

Purewear

Disney License

Better Cotton Initiative
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Conscious (Organic&Recycled&BCI)
Basic
Denim

PRODUCT
LINES

Punto
Devore
Print
Lingerie
Collection
Sports
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CONSCIOUS
Organic & Recycled &BCI Qualities
Since the introduction of the Conscious line in 2001,
promoting this line has been one of our priorities, because
we believe in the fight against environmental pollution,
everybody has to do their part.
By using conscious products our clients do not only contribute
to the welfare of nature, but they also increase the awareness of
their customers.

BASIC
This is the line where we offer the fundamentals of the knitted
textile business.

PRODUCT
LINES

Over the years we have gained the experience and the knowhow in order to give our customers implicitly what they desire.
This line mostly consists of single jersey, rib, interlock, 2 ply
fleece and 3 ply fleece in cotton, viscose and polyester blends.

DENIM
Denim can never be out of fashion.
It is a must in the collections of our customers.
In this line we offer our customers fabrics that have the denim
look, but do not have indigo dyestuff.
The qualities in this line include single jerseys, fleeces and
various other fabric types that have the denim look. The printed
denim fabrics are a very good addition to this line.
Another surprise for our customers is “organic denim” qualities.
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PUNTO
In the recent years punto quality has become one of the
major demands of our customers. This has lead us to develop
ourselves in this area and to make more investments.
This line consists of different punto qualities that can be used
in every season, ranging from 180gr/m2 to 400gr/m2 with
different blends. A very important part of this group consists of
printed punto qualities.

DEVORE
A never ending trend is the devore qualities. For this line,

PRODUCT
LINES

despite the general belief that it is mostly used in summer,
we have developed a lot of qualities that can be used
throughout the whole year.
This line includes devore qualities on single jersey, 2ply fleece,
3 ply fleece, rib and velour.

PRINT
Over many years, our print designers have developed a large
database of prints. One part of this collection embodies the
designs that are timeless classics, these we prefer to call “all
time favorites”. The second part are developed each season
according to the demands of the market and our customers.
Within this collection, reactive, pigment, disperse, discharge
and burnout techniques are used on a wide range of fabric
qualities ranging from very light fabrics to much heavier.
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LINGERIE
With the silk touch finishing that we have expertized in many
years and the long durability of our fabrics, this is one of our
best selling lines.
On top of the more basic cotton and polyester blends, this line
includes some very exclusive fabrics with micro-modal, modal,
tencel and bamboo.

COLLECTION
Every season, our team of well trained designers travel around

PRODUCT
LINES

the world to create this line. They understand the customer
demands and the upcoming trends in the market in order to
develop our own collection.
In this line our aim is to help our customers to stay always ahead
of the trends.

SPORTS
The last addition to our lines, Sports line combines highperformance qualities with the fashion trends in active-wear.
Consisting of majorly polyester blended qualities, the line offers
sports oriented finishings such as Quick Dry, Water Repellancy
and alike.
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ORGANIC & CONSCIOUS GARMENT
PRODUCTION & SEASONAL
COLLECTIONS
At Mayteks we started garment production on 2015 with the
same dedication, we feel for our fabrics.
Our goal is to use qualities developed by Mayteks and expand
our services by creating new areas of partnerships with our
clients.
We do organic and conventional garment production upon
customer request as well as presenting trend based collections
seasonally for womens-wear, kids-wear and active-wear.

ANTEBIES
Antebies is Mayteks’ sister brand, created as a result of our
passion in sustainable textile production and our expertise

ANTEBI
DESIGN

in production and design.
Antebies is a GOTS certified organic brand specialised in
underwear and loungewear for babies, kids and maternity.
The collections offer quality products together with
empowering rural women in our society through
handmade details we use as our logo.
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Knitting Factory, Çiğli

GALLERY

Dyeing & Printing & Finishing Factory, Manisa
Organic Garment Production and Seasonal Collections
Antebies
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Dyeing & Printing & Finishing Factory,

Knitting Factory, Çiğli

Manisa
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Organic Garment Production and

Antebies

Seasonal Collections
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